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ABSTRACT: Scientists often cite discrepancy between scientific values and news values as a primary factor in poor quality science reporting. The goal of this study was to understand how news values including conflict and controversy affect science communicators’ evaluation of press releases containing quotes from outside expert sources. Results of an online survey experiment suggest science communicators find a climate science press release with an outside expert quote that introduces controversy to be more newsworthy. However, when a science communicator attributes relatively high importance to reliability of facts as a guiding principle in story selection, this preference for controversy is reversed.
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Introduction

“It seems rather than highlighting the complexities, messiness and uncertainties in science to the media, the science PR machine has resulted in a sanitized, overly positive presentation of research findings” — The peril of the press release [1].

Today’s rapidly evolving digital science communication environment is blurring the lines between the science journalist, the popular science communicator outside of mainstream journalism and the science public relations writer [2–4]. Increasingly, the science public relations writer is a former science reporter, and the science press release is direct reading material for science enthusiasts. Sites such as ScienceDaily\(^1\) and EurekAlert,\(^2\) as well as many science news aggregators and news sites, are today featuring slightly modified versions of science press releases for public consumption. In a recent edition of the Journal of Science Communication, Charlotte Autzen writes that the press release has become “an integrated part of science communication”, [5] and that press releases today are being “copy-pasted” into newspapers and on popular internet media platforms. It is in the context of such a media environment that I ask how science press releases might incorporate more elements of rigorous science news stories. Such elements include contextual

\(^1\)www.sciencedaily.com.
\(^2\)www.eurekalert.org.
evidence in the form of quotes from outside expert sources. In an era when many journalists are copy-pasting press releases from scientific institutions, science public relations writers have a chance to make a major difference in the quality of news about scientific research online [6]. In this paper, I investigate how contextual elements such as outside expert quotes, when incorporated in a science press release, affect the news decisions of popular science communicators writing for a variety of media platforms. This is an important and yet under-researched question in the context of a media environment where many scientists and science communicators are increasingly asking how we might improve science press releases based on science writer and reader demands [7]. According to a ScienceOnline2013 session titled Working towards better press releases, in a media environment where press releases are becoming “an increasingly powerful force in driving online science coverage”, [1] the following questions are critical to improving science PR writing: how useful is it for public information officers (PIOs) to provide independent experts quotes for context? How much effort should be spent producing deeper context in press release articles written for public audiences? [7, 8].

Objective

The goal of this study is to find out how a climate science press release with or without important contextual information — in this case a quote from an outside expert introducing reliability or controversy to a set of scientific findings — influences science communicators’ likelihood to cover the story. I investigate how quotes from outside scientific sources in press releases can introduce particular news factors to the science, such as conflict, controversy or reliability of facts, and how the introduction of these news factors can affect decisions of whether to cover the story. By an outside scientific expert, I am referring to a scientist who is an expert in the field but not involved in the research being covered in the press release. Via an online survey experiment distributed among active popular science communicators in the field, I investigate whether quotes from an outside expert in a press release can introduce particular news factors that influence news decisions. I ask also whether this influence depends in turn on the importance the individual science communicator ascribes to particular news values. I examine the influence of outside expert quotes on science communicators’ likelihood to cover the story, where the outside expert quotes introduce either reliability of facts or controversy (two separate news factors) to the story by either a) confirming or b) disconfirming the findings of the primary researcher(s). I have conceptualized a disconfirming quote as one that introduces doubt and controversy to the interpretation of the primary findings in the press release. A confirming quote, on the other hand, introduces more certainty and reliability to the primary findings communicated in the press release.

This study addresses a gap in previous research. Jean Brechman and colleagues recently set out a clear need for “systematic assessment” of the process by which science is communicated to the lay public, from laboratory to news story, through the intermediary press release [9]. While Brechman and colleagues have investigated the role of
the press release in science news coverage through qualitative investigation and content analysis, and others have conducted case studies demonstrating how press releases affect science news [10], experimental investigations such as that undertaken in this study are virtually nonexistent.

Context

Definition of a science communicator

The term “science communicator” is defined here to include science writers, science journalists, magazine writers and editors, scientific journal editorial and news article writers, science bloggers, podcasters, radio-based science reporters and other individuals who produce science content for a lay public. Such science communicators may occupy paid or non-paid positions. A broad definition of the science communicator is adopted herein, as in recent years the line between science journalists, science bloggers and other science writers who produce “newsy” content for a lay public has blurred. Many science bloggers produce freelance content for traditional media, including newspapers and magazines, while many science journalists also maintain blogs.

Science values versus news values

Problems in science reporting have been attributed to the conflicting values in science vs. journalism [11, 12]. News values, here conceptualized as the importance journalists attribute to different news factors, influence story selection [13] and drive news coverage [14]. News factors, a term often used synonymously with news values, describe “why a topic is newsworthy and therefore published by the media” [15]. News values are typically independent, and often even counter, to the values members of the scientific community take for granted. For example, while journalists may judge newsworthiness according to the presence of new and unexpected findings [14], or the presence of controversial or conflicting findings, scientists value successful replication, reliability of research results and “endorsement by professional colleagues” [16]–[18].

Traditional news factors, or newsworthiness criteria [19]–[21], include timeliness, novelty or threshold, unexpectedness, facticity or reliability of facts, unambiguity, prominence, proximity, human interest, significance, meaningfulness, negativity, conflict or controversy, relevance to the reader, actuality and triggers [15, 22–27]. A previous finding that is especially relevant in this study is that science that is unusual or controversial is typically more visible in media [28]. Stryker [28] found some evidence that journal articles that explicitly overturn existing medical evidence garner more media coverage than articles without contextual information about existing evidence.

Recent research has also confirmed that popular science communicators often use news factors of unexpectedness, astonishment, differences of opinion, controversy and reader relevance as primary criteria in their selection and production of science news stories [15].
Scientific relevance, or the relevance of a new study to the overall progress of a particular field of science, has also been shown to be an important factor in story selection for science journalists [15]. However, in selecting stories, popular science communicators are likely to consider the interests of general audiences, with a focus on stories that are unexpected, exciting or dramatic, over scientific relevance. This may be especially true for those writing for digital platforms that rely directly on social network referrals. Partisan blogs increasingly focus on controversial science-policy topics, meaning that scientific issues “are frequently presented as a battle between dueling experts at two extremes, an approach that gives a false sense of balance and often overemphasizes minority views” [29].

In 2005, Geller and colleagues found in interviews with scientists and science writers that both groups place high priority on accuracy of media reports [12], related to the news factor of reliability of facts and the scientific values of replication and reliability. However, science writers assigned a higher priority than scientists to novelty, entertainment and relevance to readers.

For science communicators, especially traditional journalists, “today’s newsworthy discoveries must relate to common diseases, to some immediate therapeutic application, or involve some controversy” [12]. The conflict/controversy news factor may be an especially important guiding criterion in modern environmental science coverage [30]. Boykoff and Boykoff have argued that controversy-based news factors, and the news norm of presenting a diversity of views, have led to informational bias in environmental science reporting. But while most journalists — in their aim to entertain readers and avoid repetition — are attracted to “stories that feature controversy and to new, even tentative, results that carry exciting potential” [31], science communicators who place high importance on reliability of facts over other news factors may avoid heavy coverage of new research studies containing unprecedented, unexpected or controversial results, at least until replication shows results to be reliable.

Science journalists’ selection of newsworthy issues is a product of professional norms, educational background and social biases, all of which traditionally vary significantly across individuals [16]. I thus expect science communicators’ news values, or the relative importance they attribute to various news factors in their determination of newsworthiness, to vary significantly across individuals. Many modern science bloggers are current or former scientists who have turned to the communication of science as a hobby or profession. At the same time, many modern press journalists who cover science and technology write about science only part of the time, without formal training in the field of science they cover. The part-time science journalist, the specialized science journalist and the scientist blogger are likely to bring very different perspectives and concepts of newsworthiness to potential stories. For example, they may ascribe different levels of importance to traditional news factors such as conflict and controversy, due to their differing interpretations of what controversy means for science and how the public is likely to understand (or misunderstand) the results. Thus, this study considers the importance that science communicators’ ascribe to a variety of traditional news factors as moderators of news judgments toward an experimentally manipulated press release.
Scientists often complain of sensationalism and controversy in coverage of science where they would rather see focus on topics of scientific consensus [32] and informed interpretations of health, environmental and other scientific issues. Scientists also caution against the broad interpretation of new and preliminary scientific information, especially if that information overturns previous evidence for the first time [18, 33]. However, while scientists often blame the media for focusing on controversy in some cases (especially in climate science) and preliminary results in other cases, research has revealed the press release as a major point of distortion in the translation of science from journal article to media story [34]. Sensationalism in science reporting may have roots in newsroom values for novelty and controversy, but press releases highlighting — instead of cautioning against — preliminary or controversial results [18, 35–37] may lead to sensationalized news coverage. Press releases have served and still serve as a major source of story ideas for science communicators in both traditional and new media environments [2, 22, 25, 38–41], and the press release “seems to both stimulate and shape news coverage” [42]. Aggregator sites such as ScienceDaily have also made science press releases more visible and accessible to not only professional news writers, but also bloggers and lay readers. This implies that the writers of science press releases should start considering including relevant contextual information, such as external evidence and quotes from outside experts. According to Karl Leif Bates, long-time science reporter and Director of Research Communications at Duke University, “[i]t’s still easier to just do a lazy single-source, single-perspective story, but I’m thinking we owe the public a higher standard now that we’re essentially practicing open market, capital J, journalism”.

The science press release is under increasing pressure to change. Many science PIOs are increasingly practicing writing for the lay reader and packaging press releases with images, graphics, videos and headlines designed to help spread the story via social media. According to Bates, including a quote from an outside expert in a press release is important to providing a richer context and showing the process of science, even if the quote brings the primary research results under some scrutiny [43]. So, while to date including a disconfirming outside quote in a science press release is relatively uncommon, there is demand for this type of contextual evidence in science press releases. The question that this study seeks to address is how including this type of information in a press release influences science communicators’ decisions to cover the story. Exactly how and what aspects of scientific press releases influence the presence and quality of subsequent news coverage remains relatively unknown. One might anticipate that press release characteristics that increase perceived newsworthiness, such as the introduction of controversy to new climate science research, might lead to greater likelihood of prominent news coverage [21]. This may only be true, however, for science communicators who place relatively high importance on controversy as a criteria of newsworthiness, or who are embedded in a media environment that emphasizes this news value.

3Quote from a personal e-mail correspondence with the author, cited here with permission.
Hypotheses

In this study, I measure perceived newsworthiness and likelihood to cover the story based on science communicators' reading of an experimentally manipulated climate science press release. According to the scientific value of replication and the news factor of reliability of facts, conflicting contextual evidence in the form of a disconfirming outside expert quote in the press release should decrease perceived newsworthiness and therefore likelihood to cover the story. At the same time, supporting contextual evidence in the form of a confirming outside expert quote should increase perceived reliability and likelihood to cover the story. However, the traditional journalistic news factor of controversy is expected to lead to greater perceived newsworthiness and therefore likelihood to cover the story when the press release includes a disconfirming quote from an outside expert. Thus I factor into this analysis the overarching importance ratings a science communicator gives to both reliability of facts and controversy as guiding news factors.

**H1.** Science communicators who rate conflict/controversy as very important to their news work in general will be more likely to cover a press release with a disconfirming outside expert quote than a press release with a confirming outside expert quote or a press release with no outside expert quote.

**H2.** Science communicators who rate reliability of facts as very important to their news work in general will be more likely to cover a press release with a confirming outside expert quote than a press release with a disconfirming outside expert quote or no outside expert quote.

Methods

Participants and data collection

Science communicators were recruited to participate in an online survey experiment involving randomly assigned exposure to one of three different press release conditions. Experimental manipulation involved the presence or absence of a) confirming or b) disconfirming outside evidence in the form of an outside expert quote. Participants were recruited via social media (Twitter and Reddit posts) as well as via e-mail announcements to several science communication listservs, including the National Association of Science Writers listserv NASW-talk, the Psci-com science communication resource database listserv, and the Science Communicators of North Carolina (SCONC) listserv. Potential participants were invited to visit a link to the online survey hosted on Qualtrics. The survey introductory page described the survey as “being aimed at individuals who communicate news, including science news, in one form or another, including: location-based and freelance journalists; magazine writers and editors; scientific journal editorial and review article writers; bloggers and blog managers; radio communicators, podcast writers”. Although participants were not recruited using probability sampling methods, the data reported originates from an experiment in the field, with online and social media based recruiting of a sample difficult to obtain in any other manner. Given the unlikelihood of
obtaining a truly representative sampling frame of science communicators, and the power of experiments to reveal causal relationships, the findings reported herein are robust and valuable in guiding future research.

**Press release experimental manipulation**

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three press release conditions (1–2 page articles): (1) a control press release; (2) a press release containing confirming evidence from an outside expert source; (3) a press release containing disconfirming evidence from an outside expert source. The press releases reported on fabricated research conducted by researchers from the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science at the University of Miami (choice of source made based on credibility of the school for climate-related science) and funded by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), showing improvements to hurricane prediction modeling based on data weighting for recent warming atmospheric conditions. These sources of research and funding were considered prominent and highly reputable, chosen as such in order to prevent survey participants from making news decisions based primarily upon poor source credibility. Stimulus manipulation involved changes to only two paragraphs from the entire body of the control press release article. The confirming or disconfirming quotes in press release conditions (2) and (3) were provided by a supposed senior analyst with the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project at the National Hurricane Center, a source with similar prominence and credibility as the researcher(s) who conducted the study. For example, the confirming quote condition added the following paragraph to the control article:

> In order for the new model to be accepted on a national level, scientists at the National Hurricane Center, or NHC, will vet its predictions compared to those of traditional models. “The concept is sound, and the cross validation data are extremely promising”, said Ethan Gibney, a senior analyst with the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project at the National Hurricane Center, NHS. “This could be a valuable tool for forecasters.”

The disconfirming quote condition added the following paragraph to the control article:

> In order for the new model to be accepted on a national level, scientists at the National Hurricane Center, or NHC, must vet its predictions compared to those of traditional models. Scientists at NHC are worried that the new model assumes every hurricane is impacted by conditions of global climate change. “While the concept is interesting, it rests on the flawed premise that correlation equals causation”, said Ethan Gibney, a senior analyst with the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Project at the National Hurricane Center, NHC. “That may explain the high accuracy rate when doing cross validation. But it doesn’t mean that this will work when trying to predict future hurricanes.”
Measures — outcomes: likelihood to cover and newsworthiness of the story

After reading the 1–2 page press release, participants were asked questions adapted from Schmierbach [44] about their own likelihood and their news outlet’s likelihood to pursue a story based on the information in the press release. Likelihood to pursue a story was measured in two separate questions on an 11-point scale from 0 (‘not at all’) to 10 (‘very’): “How likely is it that you would write a story based on the study presented in the press release?” and “How likely is it that the media platform you work/write for would write a story based on the study presented in the press release?” (Likelihood to Cover). While the first question probes a respondent’s personal news decision regarding the press release, the second question probes the respondent’s sense of how likely his or her broader media outlet, editorial team, blogging network, etc. would be to cover the story. This second question makes sense in the context of sociology of the news, where journalists as well as bloggers make decisions of what to cover based on learned and socially validated news values and the sense of “I know it when I see it” coverage criteria [45].

Participants were then asked to indicate newsworthiness of the press release according to a variety of traditional news factors. Measurement of perceived newsworthiness consisted of a matrix survey instrument asking participants to, based on their reading, indicate on an 11-point scale, from 0 (‘not at all’) to 10 (‘very’), how newsworthy the story in the press release was in terms of 8 different news factors: significance/public impact; meaningfulness/relevance to readers; novelty/unexpectedness; currency; conflict/controversy; unambiguity; facts/reliability of facts; human interest.

Measures — moderators: importance of news factors in general

Following newsworthiness and likelihood to cover survey questions, participants were asked to rate the 8 different news factors listed above according to “how important the following elements of newsworthiness are to you, as general guiding principles in your selection of stories” on an 11-point scale from 0 (‘not at all’) to 10 (‘very’). It is important to note that while participants’ general importance ratings of these 8 different news factors are considered in the data analysis as moderators of press release experimental effects, these survey questions were asked following participants’ reading of the press release article. This was done in order to prevent any priming effects on outcome measures by forcing participants to express the importance they ascribe to particular news factors before reading the press release.

---

4Our analyses reveal significant press release effects only in the case of the outcome variable related to the participant’s news outlet’s likelihood to cover the story. Thus, we only report results for this variable, abbreviated “Likelihood to Cover”.

Measures — demographic variables

Participants finished the online questionnaire by answering questions related to their experience in science communication, years of professional experience in communication media, primary platform of communication work, education and gender.\textsuperscript{5} Survey data were analyzed in SPSS.

Results

Descriptive data

The final survey sample consisted of 330 participants.\textsuperscript{6} Of the final sample of participants, 162 were male and 168 were female. 82\% (n = 271) considered themselves to be science communicators, while 49\% (n = 164) considered themselves to be scientists by training. Nearly 68\% of participants (n = 226) indicated that they are paid for their science communication work, and of these 31\% (n = 104) had been working in communication media on a professional level for more than 10 years, while less than 4\% (n = 13) had only been working on a professional level for less than a year. A majority of participants (59\%) indicated that they write stories about scientific research studies at least 2–3 times a month, and as much as daily (8\%). The breakdown of participants’ predominant forms of communication work included: blog (36\%, n = 119); newspaper/online newspaper site (20\%, n = 70); magazine (18\%, n = 59); other (18\%, n = 61) e.g. various online science websites, books, government websites and television. Of those who indicated that blogging was the predominant form of their science communication work, 37\% indicated that they are paid for this work. More than 95\% (n = 314) of all participants indicated holding at least a Bachelor’s degree (BA, AB, BS), with 39\% (n = 129) holding Master’s Degrees, 23\% (n = 78) holding doctorate degrees and 5\% (n = 17) holding professional degrees (MD, DDS, etc.). Many of the relevant demographic characteristics of this sample are similar to those found in previous surveys of science journalists [2]. In a survey of over 500 science journalists by Nature in 2009, web stories (76.5\%) and blogs (31.5\%) were predominant formats for science journalists’ work, as well as print (83.7\%). The fact that this survey experiment includes data from active science communicators in the field — a historically difficult sample to obtain — adds to the external validity of the results presented herein.

\textsuperscript{5}Participants were also asked questions related to the importance they ascribe to a variety of other professional values, including factual accuracy, interest to readers, usefulness to readers, completeness, fairness to different views, diversity of views, and timely publication. These are not reported in the context of this particular study.

\textsuperscript{6}A single multivariate outlier (p < .001) was deleted for dependent variables in the “likelihood to cover a story” measurement category. Three multivariate outliers (p < .001) were deleted for “likelihood to cover a story” dependent variables.
News factors ratings and influence of press release manipulation on newsworthiness

Before the primary hypotheses could be addressed, it was important to test whether the press release manipulation successfully influenced perceived newsworthiness according to 8 different news factors (manipulation check). It was also necessary to test whether press release manipulation influenced perceived importance of these same news factors as overarching guiding principles to participants’ selection of news. As long as press release manipulation did not influence the general importance participants ascribed to these different news factors, these importance ratings can be tested as moderators of press release main effects on likelihood to cover the story.

MANOVA analysis confirmed that the controversy-based press release manipulation (control vs. confirming quote vs. disconfirming quote) significantly influenced perceived newsworthiness in terms of specific news factors (Wilk’s $\lambda = .84$, $F(16,472) = 2.74$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .09$). The univariate test for this analysis revealed that the outside quote manipulation significantly influenced perceived newsworthiness in terms conflict/controversy, where the press release with a disconfirming quote ($M = 5.66$, $SE = .27$) was perceived significantly more newsworthy in terms of conflict/controversy than the control ($M = 4.17$, $SE = .27$) or the press release with a confirming quote ($M = 3.89$, $SE = .27$), $F(2,243) = 74.57$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .09$). A manipulation check also confirmed that the press release with a disconfirming quote was perceived as significantly more controversial (“How controversial was the press release?”) than the control release or the release with a confirming quote. These results confirm that the press release with a disconfirming quote was indeed perceived as more controversial, and more newsworthy in terms of conflict/controversy, than were the other two press release conditions. Press release quote manipulation had no significant impact on perceived newsworthiness in terms of the 7 other news factors measured. This presents an ideal case for isolating the impact of the conflict/controversy news factor on news judgments based on experimental manipulation of outside expert quotes in a climate science press release.

Additional MANOVA analyses also confirmed that press release quote manipulation (Wilk’s $\lambda = .97$, $F(16,472) = .48$, $p > .05$, $\eta^2_p = .02$) did not significantly influence science communicators’ importance ratings of the 8 different news factors in general. This is an important prerequisite to testing general importance ratings of these different news factors as moderators of press release treatment effects on communicators’ likelihood to cover the story. In other words, I can test whether science communicators who attribute high importance to conflict/controversy in general are most likely to cover a press release with a disconfirming outside expert quote, for example.

Table 1 lists perceived importance of all news factors in general, across all participants. Exploratory analysis revealed no significant differences in general importance ratings of conflict/controversy or reliability of facts between bloggers and non-bloggers, or between those who considered themselves scientists by training and those who didn’t. For example, those who indicated they were scientists by training rated the importance of conflict/controversy as a news factor ($M = 6.44$, $SD = 2.5$) only slightly but not sig-
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significantly lower than did non-scientists (M = 6.82, SD = 2.1). Bloggers rated currency (a topic currently in the spotlight of public concern) (M = 7.71, SD = 2.20) and public impact (M = 8.69, SD = 2.14) slightly but significantly less important than did non-bloggers (respectively: M = 8.51, SD = 1.98, p < .01; M = 9.24, SD = 1.66, p < .01), a finding that makes sense considering that bloggers may be under less pressure to write about current topics in the public sphere than are traditional journalists. Specifically newspaper journalists rated public impact (M = 9.61, SD = 1.44), currency (M = 8.97, SD = 1.59), human interest (M = 8.33, SD = 1.76) and conflict/controversy (M = 7.24, SD = 1.98) slightly but significantly more important than did bloggers (respectively: M = 8.69, SD = 1.44, p < .01; M = 7.71, SD = 2.20, p < .001; M = 7.41, SD = 2.52, p < .01; M = 6.51, SD = 2.51, p < .05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News Factor</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facts/Reliability of facts</td>
<td>9.93</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningfulness/Relevance to readers</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance/Public impact</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty/Unexpectedness</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human interest</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguity</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict/Controversy</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: News factors measured in data analysis on an 11-point scale, from 1(min) to 11(max).

Table 1. General News Factor Importance Means for all Participants.

These results indicate that while there is some degree of variability in news values among science journalists and science bloggers, by and large all respondents appear to place similar levels of importance on news factors including reliability of facts, novelty/unexpectedness, unambiguity, conflict/controversy, relevance to readers, and human interest. Reliability of facts is always rated of utmost importance, while conflict/controversy is consistently rated less important than most other news factors among survey participants on average. Similar importance ratings of reliability of facts and conflict/controversy, despite my survey respondents differing backgrounds, highlights that news values are widely shared and learned by communicators across media platforms.

Outside expert quotes in a press release: role of conflict/controversy

This study investigates whether the inclusion of confirming or disconfirming outside expert quotes in a climate science press release influences science communicators’ likelihood to cover the story. News factors relevant to communicators’ likelihood to pursue the story include conflict/controversy on one hand and reliability of facts on the other. Thus,
general importance ratings of conflict/controversy and reliability of facts news factors were tested as moderators of the press release main effects.

A one-way ANOVA analysis revealed that participants perceived the media platforms they worked for to be more likely to write a story (Likelihood to Cover variable) based on the disconfirming quote press release (M = 5.42, SE = .34) than based on the confirming quote press release (M = 4.47, SE = .35), p < .05 (see Figure 2). I conducted a multiple regression analysis to examine whether the general importance attributed to conflict/controversy as a news factor acted as a moderator of this press release treatment effect on Likelihood to Cover, using dummy-coded independent variables constructed with the ‘disconfirming’ quote press release as the reference group (see Table 2). Together, the variables in the model accounted for a marginally significant portion of the variance, $\bar{R}^2 = .02$, F(5, 239) = 2.23, p = .05. H1 was partially supported: there was a significant interaction effect between the control group dummy variable and the importance of conflict/controversy on likelihood to cover the story ($\beta = -.45$, p < .05). This interaction effect was probed using Andrew F. Hayes’ Process SPSS macro for examining conditional moderation effects (Model 1) (see Figure 1) [46]. At one standard deviation above the mean of science communicators’ importance ratings of conflict/controversy (M = 6.64, SD = 2.30), participants indicated that the news outlet(s) they worked for would be significantly more likely to write a story based on the disconfirming quote press release ($\hat{y} = 5.91$) than based on the control press release ($\hat{y} = 4.13$), Conditional Effect = -1.78, S.E. = .69, p = .01. This effect was significant only at values of importance ratings of conflict/controversy above 7.2 (p < .05), confirming the expected moderating relationship.

This interaction effect, as noted in Table 2, holds for communicators irrespective of communication platform. It is interesting to note, however, that an exploratory analysis revealed that the interaction effect between the control group dummy variable and the importance of conflict/controversy on likelihood to cover the story was pronounced when I looked only at respondents who indicated that they are scientists by training ($\beta = -.77$, p < .01). The same interaction effect is negligible for respondents who indicated that they are not scientists by training. This could be due to a lack of power when splitting the data analysis for scientists and non-scientists. However, it could also be that while non-scientist science communicators are more likely to cover a “controversial” press release than one without controversy on a general basis (see Figure 2), science communicators who are scientists by training must place high importance on conflict/controversy as a news factor for the same to be true.

**Outside expert quotes in a press release: role of reliability of facts**

I conducted a second multiple regression analysis to examine whether the general importance science communicators attribute to reliability of facts as a news factor acts as a
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Likelihood to Cover</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>(95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control dummy variable</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td>.119</td>
<td>(−.584, 5.119)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm dummy variable</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>.560</td>
<td>(−2.071, 3.816)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of conflict/controversy</td>
<td>.260</td>
<td>.016*</td>
<td>(.065, .640)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control*conflict/controversy</td>
<td>−.488</td>
<td>.031*</td>
<td>(−.863, −.043)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm*conflict/controversy</td>
<td>−.321</td>
<td>.170</td>
<td>(−.708, .126)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate analysis</td>
<td>(r² = .04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: β is a standardized coefficient. Results shown reflect analysis across all participants. However, significant findings are fully reproducible even if I perform the analysis only for participants who indicate a “blog” as their predominant communication platform.

**Table 2.** Multiple regression analysis: predictors of Likelihood to Cover based on presence or absence of confirming or disconfirming quotes in a science press release.

**Figure 1.** Graphical representation of Hayes’ Process Analysis, with Mean±1SD Pick-a-Point conditioning, for importance of conflict/controversy moderation of stimulus effect on Likelihood to Cover.

moderator of press release treatment effects on Likelihood to Cover, using dummy-coded independent variables constructed with the disconfirming quote press release as the reference group (see Table 3). Together, the variables in the model accounted for a significant portion of the variance, $\bar{R}^2 = .04$, F(5,239) = 2.79, p < .05. H2 was partially supported: there was a significant interaction effect between the confirming quote dummy variable and the importance of reliability of facts on Likelihood to Cover the story ($\beta = 1.12$, p = .01). This interaction effect was probed using Andrew F. Hayes’ Process SPSS macro
Figure 2. Means of Likelihood to Cover by press release condition (confirming quote press release versus disconfirming quote press release) for all respondents (N = 165), respondents who are scientists by training (N = 79), and respondents who are not scientists by training (N = 84). Error bars represent standard deviation. Significant and marginally significant difference of means test p-values are shown.

for examining conditional moderation effects (Model 1) (see Figure 3) [46]. At the mean importance ratings of reliability of facts (M = 9.89, SD = 1.55), participants indicated that the news outlet(s) they worked for would be significantly more likely to write a story based on the disconfirming quote press release ($\hat{y} = 5.24$) than based on the confirming quote press release ($\hat{y} = 4.24$), Conditional Effect = $-1.0$, S.E. = .48, p < .05. This effect was significant only at values of importance attributed to reliability of facts below 9.97 (p < .05), confirming the expected moderating relationship. High importance attributed to reliability of facts resulted in a loss of the treatment effect, such that participants no longer perceived the press release with a disconfirming quote more likely to be covered than a press release containing a confirming quote.

Conclusions

This study fills a gap in experimental research on the impact of outside expert quotes in science press releases on the news decisions of science communicators. As science public relations officers face increasing pressures to “beef up” their press releases, many researchers and active science communicators have wondered whether it would be useful to

---

8Conditional effect of X on Y at values of the moderator = 9.89; mean estimates based on Hayes Process analysis Model 1 using the following covariates set to their sample means: control dummy variable; interaction term between control dummy variable and reliability of facts news factor.
When quotes matter: impact of outside quotes in a science press release on news judgment

Table 3. Multiple regression analysis: predictors of Likelihood to Cover based on presence or absence of confirming of disconfirming quotes in a science press release.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Likelihood to Cover</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>(95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control dummy variable</td>
<td>−.678</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>(−11.522, 2.525)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm dummy variable</td>
<td>−1.262</td>
<td>.004*</td>
<td>(−14.108, −2.741)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of reliability of facts</td>
<td>−.307</td>
<td>.005*</td>
<td>(−1.050, −.190)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control*reliability of facts</td>
<td>.592</td>
<td>.275</td>
<td>(−.309, 1.082)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm*reliability of facts</td>
<td>1.120</td>
<td>.010*</td>
<td>(.179, 1.320)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multivariate analysis</td>
<td>(r² = .06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: β is a standardized coefficient. Results shown reflect analysis across all participants.

I expected that the nature of an outside expert quote in a climate science press release would impact science communicators’ perceived newsworthiness and likelihood to cover the story, commensurate with the news values of the individual communicator. This expectation was supported by the data. Overall, science communicators found a press release with a disconfirming quote from an outside expert, or one that introduced an element of scrutiny or controversy to the findings, more newsworthy, and were more likely
to indicate coverage of such a release than a press release without an outside expert quote. But this effect depended on the news values of the individual science communicator. A science communicator attributing greater importance to conflict or controversy as a guiding principle in his or her work is most likely to cover a climate science press release with a disconfirming outside expert quote. On a more positive note, a science communicator placing relatively high importance on reliability of facts, which is highly valued in the scientific community, is less likely to cover such a press release, and is more likely to cover the same press release with a confirming outside expert quote instead.

It is important to note the usefulness as well as the limitation of investigating news decisions in the context of a press release describing climate science research. Preliminary findings of another study conducted by myself and colleagues, currently in manuscript phase, indicate that a disconfirming quote from an outside expert in a press release describing biological/medical science research actually acts as a deterrent to media coverage, at least for specialized science communicators who place high value on scientific replication. However, controversy may be a more important or salient criteria of newsworthiness for science communicators deciding whether to cover a climate science story, due to the controversial nature of global climate change in the news media today [30]. Future research should replicate this study in the context of other fields of research.

My results also indicate that controversy may guide news decisions in the area of climate science, even though when asked directly about their personal news values, science communicators generally rate conflict/controversy as less important than most other news factors. This may occur because journalists, beyond their personally held values, are trained in and embedded into (through broader editorial structures, etc.) a news environment that uses controversy or conflicting expert voices as heuristics for newsworthiness. News decisions have previously been found to rely heavily on a shared sense of “what is news” and the journalist’s need for validation by other journalists [45]. Also, when constrained by the traditional pressures of news editors and the type of content perceived to be appropriate and “pitch-able” to the media platforms they work for, science communicators’ news decisions might fall more in line with traditional news values such as conflict/controversy. It would make sense, then, for science communicators to use the disconfirming quote as a heuristic for story selection to a greater extent when asked about their news decisions from the point of view of their media platform than when asked from their personal view. Adding confirming or disconfirming quotes to a climate science press release significantly influenced science communicators’ responses to the question “How likely is it that the media platform you work/write for would write a story based on the study presented in the press release?”, while the same manipulation did not significantly influence personal likelihood to write a story based on the press release. While the scope of my analysis limits my ability to comment on exactly why communicators’ personal decisions to write a story would be less influenced by contextual quotes in a press release than these same decisions from the less personal perspective of the communicators’ respective media platforms, this finding is indicative of a third-person effect whereby participants perceive others to be more likely to be influenced by the ‘controversial’ press
release than they perceive themselves to be. It is also likely that factors other than traditional news influence science communicators’ personal likelihood to cover a story based on the presented news release [45]. These include the particular topic or theme of a given science communicators’ blog, for example. Several participants sent follow-up e-mails after participation in my survey indicating that while they found the press release newsworthy, they wouldn’t likely cover the story personally unless they lived in areas where hurricanes occurred. Thus, the Likelihood to Cover question phrased as “How likely is it that the media platform you work/write for would write a story...” may have been more sensitive to respondents’ sense of what is newsworthy than the question phrased as personal likelihood.

The results of this study should also be interpreted in light of research showing that perceived newsworthiness and self-reported likelihood to cover a story do not necessarily correlate highly with what actually becomes news [47]. Future research in the form of case studies looking at the impact of outside expert quotes in science press releases on actual news coverage could confirm the findings from this study. However, I believe this study makes an important first step toward understanding how a growing practice of including outside expert quotes in science press releases may influence perceived newsworthiness and news coverage.

This study should be instrumental in guiding future research and in helping scientists, public relations writers and science journalists understand the factors that play a role in the process of getting scientific information from the lab to news story via the intermediary press release. For researchers, this study should provide the basis for future experimental and field studies looking at the effects of various elements in press releases on news judgments. For science press officers, this study delivers both good news and bad news. The good news is that science press release writers going to greater lengths to create content for public and media consumption that looks more like journalism need not be concerned that including honest and even critical outside expert quotes — contextual information of potentially great importance — will decrease news coverage of their releases. In fact, the opposite might be true. The bad news is that including such contextual information may not always result in greater news coverage only for more reliable research. Science press officers should be aware of the effect of including outside expert quotes in their press releases. While to scientists a disconfirming quote from an outside expert would likely indicate the need to wait for study replication and future research, to many news content producers this same quote might be a cue for news coverage in line with the traditional news values for conflict and controversy. Science press officers may be able to use this information to enhance the newsworthiness of their press releases through the inclusion of critical contextual information while also being careful that the message that reaches the public is that more information and research is needed.

According to one exploratory sub-sample analysis I’ve described, scientists by training may be less likely than non-scientist communicators to automatically lean toward cover-

---

9Hurricane research was the topic of manipulated press release in this study.
age of a press release with a disconfirming quote and away from coverage of one with a confirming quote unless they personally rely heavily on conflict/controversy as a news value. Perhaps this is because scientists by training better understand that the lack of scientific consensus is an important sign that more research needs to be done. This highlights the potential for improved training for science news communicators on the balance needed between controversy as a news value and reliability of scientific research findings. Especially for publicly debated scientific issues such as climate change, scientific training for journalists may lead to a better understanding of how news decisions should include considerations of the research’s scientific importance.
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